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Streaming Live Online!
“Proactive Multi-Point Conference Service.”
What does it cost to being your teams from all over the world to one central location for training?

Streaming in a Box
Hire!
If you have your own
people but just need
the latest streaming
technology and
software

If we could show you a way to do this better
and cheaper, would that help?
What is the Opportunity Cost of taking your sales teams off the
road? If you could reduce this time, would that help?.
Would it also help to be able to workshop with your other teams from around
the world without the loss of the travel time?

Production Design

We can design your
event to optimise the
impact of the
transmission,
including set design,
participant and
camera direction.

Would it help if we brought them all together to share their separate
experiences?
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KISS OFFER

QUALITY OFFER

CLEVER OFFER

Keep It So Simple!

High Quality Audio,
Lighting

Multinational!

We take an Audio & Video
feed and stream it!

Phone: 00 353 1 2968952

Multi Directional!

Portable, Mobile Internet

Secure. Point to Point
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Lights, Cameras,
Action

Even for the Simple
Setup, cameras and
lighting can be
provided
Monetized It yet?

info@socialselling.ie

LOVE STREAMING, LIVE STREAMING!
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Stream Securely, Privately,
Point to Point, with Support!
A high end service, with the admin,
account management, branding, show
callers per venue, technical staff in each
location to make it happen and all
coordinated through one central hub.
Your speakers present as usually locally and can
either be viewed just locally or in the other hubs.
Questions and answers can be handled across
the world.
Workshops can be then held locally and
representative presenters form each hub compete
for the best results!
Why not video conference?
Yes, you may already have an internal conference
system, you may use Skype, they have limitations,
but we will work to minimise them and integrate
your approach into the service.
Proactive, managed multi-point conference.
We work with your Event Management company,
your IT department and local AV providers to
provide a service that makes the difference to you
and/or staff, locally, nationally, Internationally!

“Streaming to Social Media, your
own website, ours servers for large
audiences. Pay per view. ”

LinkIN!

robert.moloney

Engage

Tweet!

Follow!

Story?

Cut your training costs worldwide

Phone: 00 353 1 2968952
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